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Summary. The article deals with the comprehensive research of the possibilities, perspectives and efficiency of the application of the popular mathematical models of cyclic signals and processes on the basis of mathematical support of information systems’ analysis. The forecasting and imitation, the comparative analysis of a wide range of mathematical objects, that is used or can be used as the models of signals and processes of cyclic structure. The comprehensive research will help researchers to select and adapt reasonably (adequately studied signal structure and objectives of the study) mathematical model of the existing totality that significantly improve performance (simplify and speed up) the development of software for designed information system.
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Problem setting. The elaboration of modern automated information systems for processing and imitation of cyclic signals of different origin is a basis for the improvement of efficiency, accuracy, authenticity and informative content of analysis, identification, diagnostics and forecasting of system conditions. The typical examples of such systems are computer-based cardio-diagnostic systems, information systems for analysis and forecasting of cyclic economic processes, individual’s authentication due to his/her biometric dynamic data, analysis and forecasting of electricity, water, gas and oil consumption, software and hardware devices to generate and imitate the cyclic processes.

The first and crucial stage at designing of informational systems for processing and imitation of cyclic signals is the creation of their mathematical models properly reflecting the important for the research sides of space-and time structure of cyclic signals. The mentioned above mathematical model promotes considerably the IT potential and efficiency, stipulates the structure of software and hardware of designed information system. The accuracy and authenticity of processing and imitation methods within the information system, the level of informative content and representation of diagnostic, verifying, identifying and forecasting features as well as the authenticity of of decisions depends greatly on the quality of mathematical model for cyclic signals (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. The reason and consequence relations regarding the quality of automated information system of processing and imitation of cyclic signals.

**Analysis of the latest researches and issues.** A lot of scientific issues have been devoted to mathematical models of cyclic phenomena and signals. As it was stated in the monograph [1] within the determining approach to mathematical modeling and processing of cyclic signals the remarkable results were obtained by such well-known scholars as Bezykovich, Boor, Ball, Winner, Gonorowski, Dirihle, Ryтов, Stepanov, Fourier (cyclic signals structure modeling within periodic, almost periodic, quasi-harmonic functions, quasi-meander and spectral analysis methods). There are also Andronov, Bogoliubov, Krylov, Lapunov, Mandelstam, Poincare (modeling of mechanisms to form the cyclic signals by means of differential equities). Among the prominent scholars, dealing with mathematical modeling and analysis of cyclic processes within theory of probability, one has to mention Kramar, Kolmogorov, Slutskiy, Hinchin (spectral-correlative theory of immobile random processes), Garry, Guard, Gardener, Kallianpur, Woichshyn, Gladyshev, Dragan, Korynkevych, Sikora, Stratovych, I.Yavorskyy, B. Yavorskyy (the theory of periodically correlated (cyclic immobile correlated) and almost periodically correlated (almost cyclic immobile correlated) random processes), Bohme, Hansen, Gaisels, Dorogovtsev, Kohl, Nematollahi, Pryimak, Sargent, Soltani, Tse (theory of Mark periodic random processes and chains), Dragan, Kasilnikov, Luponko, Marchenko, Pryimak, Scherbak (theory of linear periodic random processes and fields, processes with independent periodic increments and periodic white noises), Luponko (theory of cyclic random processes and vectors).

**Research goals.** Due to considerable number of existing mathematical models of cyclic signals’ structure and their great variety there is no necessity to build from the «zero» level the new mathematical model and cyclic signals’ processing methods during creation of certain information system for processing and imitation of cyclic signals. It is better to select and adapt (due to the structure of studied signals and research goals) the mathematical model out of their available multiplicity in order to improve the efficiency (simplify and accelerate) of mathematical supply of designed information system. The correct and substantiated selection of mathematical model assumes the availability of compact and comfortable form of data about determining properties of existing mathematical models, their analysis methods and application efficiency for the solution of relevant tasks. That is why it is necessary to run the analytical survey and comparative analysis of the existing mathematical models of cyclic signals in order to characterize them from the viewpoint of their determinative properties, assessment of analysis methods, practical application, possibilities of efficient solutions for typical classes of tasks (imitation analysis, identification and forecasting) that are available during the process computer-aided design of information systems for processing and imitation of cyclic signals.

This research project contains the comparative analysis of wide class of mathematical objects that are used as models of cyclic signals and processes with the purpose to investigate the potential, prospects and efficiency of application of mathematical models for cyclic...
processes as a basement of mathematical background of information systems in terms of their analysis, forecasting and imitation.

**Task setting.** To reach the goal it is necessary to solve the following tasks:

1) identify the class of studied mathematical models for cyclic signals and define the list of properties for investigation and comparison of mathematical models for cyclic signals;

2) carry out the comparative analysis of mathematical models for cyclic signals; 3) to sum up the results of comparative analysis in the form of comparative table.

**Research results.**

The definition of mathematical models for cyclic signals and their properties to study and compare the mathematical models. The scientific issues conditionally state the two approaches to elaboration of mathematical models for cyclic signals as constructive and axiomatic ones. These two approaches are relevant to two large classes of mathematical models for signals, particularly to constructive models or system models that form (generate, originate) the studied signals, and axiomatic mathematical models for signals or models of data structure (spatial-temporal structure of signals). The constructive approach emphasizes on the construction and investigation of the model for not cyclic signal itself but the algorithm of its origin (generation, formation), particularly by means of recording of differential or integral equation describing the fluctuation system originating the studied signal. The constructive approach also contains the Fourier series and integral theory, module fluctuations models where complex fluctuations consist of simple (harmonic, periodic) ones, models of auto-regression of sliding with periodic or almost periodic change of their rates. Axiomatic approach focuses more on modeling of the rules of cyclic signal’s spatial-temporal structure than on its origin, i.e. the axiomatic mathematical models for cyclic signals describe directly the spatial-temporal evolution of studied signals.

The research project concentrates mainly on comparative analysis of mathematical models for cyclic signals and processes within the axiomatic approach as the selection or creation of the most constructive models assumes the knowledge about peculiarities and properties of spatial-temporal structure of studied signals that is intrinsic for the axiomatic models.

The analytical research and comparison of the models will be mainly carried out due to their capability to reflect the remarkable properties of cyclic signals and the possibility, efficiency of their application with the purpose to solve the applied problems during designing of mathematical supply for automated information systems of processing and imitation (generation) of cyclic signals.

**Comparative analysis of models for cyclic signals.**

**Determined mathematical models for cyclic signals and phenomena.** The determined models have been used for ages to investigate many cyclic processes and phenomena within repeated actions in their spatial-temporal structure. The historically first and simplest mathematical model of fluctuations has been a harmonic function, which can be presented as sinusoid or con-sinusoid function. The harmonic function describes the elementary oscillator being a derivative of such real fluctuation systems as physical pendulum and electrical fluctuation contour. In information systems of analysis and forecasting of cyclic signals on the basis of their models as harmonic functions there is a minor multiplicity of analysis possibilities for such signals because the structure of the most real signals is much more complicated than the structure of harmonic function. Those are the harmonic functions that are predominantly used as constituents of more complex mathematical models like multi-harmonic functions or are the first approximation to the studied cyclic signals.

General manifestation of harmonic fluctuation is periodic fluctuation, which can be mathematically described by means of periodic function. The periodic functions are well studied and known mathematical models of cyclic signals and fluctuations, and their harmonic
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analysis have been for a long time a classic method in many applied researches. Despite the wide usage of periodic functions as basic, etalon models of fluctuations, they are rather simplified, idealized models of real phenomena. They can also describe the cyclic signals with sufficiently regular, well ordered time structure, which obeys the similar tempo of unfolding in time of signal cycles and where random factors are practically absent or when neglecting of contingency does not result in essential distortions and simplifies the accomplishment of given research tasks. The most of real fluctuation phenomena and signals do not satisfy these conditions that considerably limits the usage of determined periodic functions as mathematical models of cyclic signals for their analysis in information systems.

The diversification and generalization of periodic functions theory, methods of their analysis and synthesis were made by means of introduction of almost periodic function. There are some definitions of almost periodic function, particularly the definition of almost periodic function in terms of its time and spectral properties. Almost periodic functions facilitate taking into account the irregular character of real cyclic signals’ time structure that is not inherent to periodic determined functions. The class of almost periodic functions is very wide and has quite general properties that do not reflect entirely the fluctuation, cyclic structure of real signals and phenomena. Amongst almost periodic functions, there are functions whose structure does not contain at all any specific peculiarities of fluctuation process. Besides, the almost periodic function does not take into consideration the stochastic (random) character of real signals as it belongs to determined mathematical objects. Due to almost periodic function, one can hardly take into account the variability of fluctuation process rhythm. That is why almost periodic and quasi-periodic functions are not popular while modeling and processing of cyclic signals in information systems.

Stochastic mathematical models of cyclic signals and phenomena. The modern research of cyclic, fluctuation phenomena and signals use the theories of probability, random processes and mathematical statistics, i.e. it is carried out within probabilistic (stochastic) apparatus. The simplest mathematical model of cyclic signals, which lies in the basis of the most methods of its processing in automated systems of diagnostics, in particular cardio diagnostics, ophthalmalgia diagnostics and biometric authentication of an individual, is a vector of random values that describes the multiplicity of check points (sections, parameters) for the cycles of cyclic signal. The random values vector is relatively “poor” in terms of informative content for mathematical model of cyclic signals that limits full-scale research of their structure.

Another approach to modeling of cyclic signals within stochastic paradigm is application of mathematical models in the form of such random functions as random processes and fields. It facilitates more complete reflecting of cyclic signals peculiarities in comparison with their models in the form of random values vector as the latter characterize the signal only with certain finite multiplicity of in advance selected cycle check elements. Amongst the simplest mathematical models, being used for description of cyclic signals as random processes, there is an immobile random process. It means the random processes, where initial momentum function of the first range and correlation function, are invariants in terms of their arguments translations (immobile random process in wide meaning) or multidimensional functions of distribution do not depend on time shift in terms of an aggregate of arguments (immobile random process in narrow meaning).

Despite the remarkable success of the theory of immobile random processes concerning the description and modeling of cyclic phenomena, the immobile model takes into account the cyclic character only in terms of availability of harmonic components in the structure of random process. This gives the possibility to study its spectral contents but probabilistic characteristics of the process itself do not contain any cyclic character because the harmonics of immobile process spectrum are non-correlated.
The next stage in development of stochastic models of fluctuations and cyclic signals was the creation of the theory of stochastic periodic random processes (in English-language issues it is called a theory of cyclic immobile random processes), i.e. such processes where certain probabilistic features are the periodic time functions. The known simplest probabilistic models of cyclic signals based on stochastic periodicity concept are additive, multiple and additive-multiple ones that are mainly used during preliminary processing of signals, particularly in problems of identification and filtration of the signals from obstacles [2, 3]. These models are simplified and do not embrace the entire structural diversity of real cyclic signals that makes it impossible to improve their description up to the level necessary for the requirements of modern science and technics.

The periodically correlated random processes (PCRP) have been fruitfully and for a long time used in modeling of cyclic signals and fluctuations. PCRP is a random process whose mathematical expectation is a periodic function with certain period and the correlation function is periodic with the same period due to an aggregate of its arguments [4 – 12]. In some English-language issues the PCRP is called cyclic immobile correlated random processes [13, 14]. PRCP definition was firstly made by Koronkevich [4] where the mentioned processes are considered to be the solutions for differential equations with periodic coefficients that are the mathematical models of fluctuation systems under influence of random perturbing forces. To analyze the signals based on their mathematical models in the form of PCRP they elaborated co-phased, component and filtering methods of processing. The model of cyclic signal in the form of PRCP takes into account only its two momentum functions: mathematical expectation and correlation function. The upper momentum and distribution functions cannot be represented on its basis. During spotting of measurement results deviations and statistic processing of signals, one should be aware of upper than second range momentums even within correlation theory. Only random process with normal distribution describes PCRP completely.

The more strict description of periodic character of cyclic signal can be made with periodic random process with periodic in terms of time arguments aggregate. All its finite measured distribution functions are a natural summarizing of additive, multiplicative, and additive-multiplicative models as well as periodically correlated random process. Stochastic periodic processes are widely used as mathematical models of modulated radio signals, cyclic cardio signals, cyclic economic phenomena, public services’ requests. Spectral and time assessments of probabilistic characteristics for stochastic periodic processes are obtained by means of $\Phi$ -series method being equivalent to co-phased method of PRCP stochastic analysis.

A number of known random processes with some periodic probabilistic characteristics like processes with independent periodic surpluses [15], processes with independent periodic values (periodic white noises) [15], Markov periodic random processes and chains [16 – 20], linear periodic random processes and coherences [21 – 24] are also used for mathematical modeling of cyclic processes. The processes with independent (non-correlated) surpluses describe properly the relatively simple streams of requests in mass service systems functioning in fluctuation mode (e.g.: energy, gas and water supply systems). They also play an important role as originating ones (they are basic probabilistic mathematical models) that are fundamental for important random processes classes with periodic probabilistic characteristics, i.e. they are essential for definitions of periodic white noise and linear periodic random processes. However, as result of relative simplicity of probabilistic structure of these random processes, their application as mathematical models of cyclic signals is limited.

The periodic white noise, which is determined to be a summarized derivative of the process with independent periodic surpluses, is mainly used as a mathematical model of various
obstacles in radio-physics, radio-technics, and acoustics. The main information features describing noises and obstacles is their mathematical expectation, dispersion, and distribution function based on their model in the form or periodic white noise.

Markov periodic random processes and chains are mainly used for mathematical modeling of cyclic economic phenomena and energy network loadings. The data features in information systems of cyclic signals analysis on the basis of their model in the form of Markov periodic process can be presented as its periodic probabilistic characteristics: mathematical expectation, dispersion, one-dimensional distribution function and conditional distribution function. In case Markov periodic chains are used, the periodic matrixes of probabilities for transition between chain conditions reflecting the conditions of modeled discrete system can be interpreted as such data features. The positive output of Markov periodic models is the fact that all information about cyclic process is concentrated in two-dimensional distribution function that indicates the high data compactness of this mathematical model. The main disadvantage of Markov models is limited cyclic phenomena class where Markov property is located.

The linear periodic random processes (LPRP) and coherences, which can be studied within distribution functions, are widespread among theoretical and applied researches, particularly modeling of radio technical signals, technical diagnostics, hydro-acoustics, geophysics, and medical diagnostics. The nucleus (or its parameters) and probabilistic characteristics of originating process are used in information systems of cyclic signals analysis on the basis of their models in the form of LPRP as diagnostic features. The main advantage of linear periodic random process is its constructiveness as it facilitates using of LPRP for computer imitation of cyclic signals. In to the bargain, having used LPRP one could describe and analyze the cyclic signals within multidimensional distribution functions and characterizing functions. LPRP disadvantage is its complex and ineloquent procedure of nucleus and originating process parameters definition in terms of given LPRP probabilistic characteristics.

The generalization of periodic (periodically correlated) random process is almost periodic (periodically correlated) random process i.e. such random process where distribution functions (mathematical expectation and correlation function) are almost periodic with almost the same periods (or with the same Fourier indicators). The random processes being periodically, multi-periodically or almost periodically distributed are called cyclically distributed [8]. The class of almost periodic random processes is a very wide class of random processes as it is based on the almost periodicity notion, which as it was shown above is much too broad generalization of periodicity notion and is not a complete equivalent to cyclicity notion. The comprehensive research of such random processes have been made by Koronkevich, Gladyshev, Stratonovych, Rytov, Gardner, Hurd, Dragan and others.

In general, the periodicity (stochastic or determined) notion does not totally cover the cyclicity contents but is only its constituent as the property of periodicity postulates the values’ recurrence or probabilistic characteristics of cyclic signal via the strict number, which is called a period, and such strict recurrence is absent inside the structure of the most cyclic signals. The determined periodic and stochastic periodic functional dependencies describe adequately only the certain part of cyclic structure of studied signals like cyclic signals with stable rhythm. Let us have an insight under this context into a number of approaches to elaboration of mathematical models and methods to process the cyclic signals with changing rhythm that take into account various deviations from periodic model both in determined and stochastic problems of modeling.

Methods of periodic signals modulation is an approach to modeling and formation of cyclic signals. In particular, the information message in radio technical transition systems is
included in the parameters of high frequency periodic signal (bearing signal). The latter is mainly represented with harmonic and impulse high frequency signals. If the bearing signal is harmonic one, they use amplitude angle (frequency, phase) modulations and combinations of these modulations like amplitude-frequency one. Quasi-harmonic function, where the rhythm variability is added to momentum angle frequency [25] and momentum period [26] is a mathematical model of resulting modulated signal. In case the bearing signal is impulse periodic one (meander), they use amplitude-impulse, frequency-impulse, phase-impulse, band-impulse modulation types as well as their some combination. In this case, the rhythm variability affects the rate [27, 28] and changeable period [29]. Quasi-harmonic function like almost periodic function is a broad generalization of periodic functional dependency but as result of such width, it is not always useful for description of cyclic signals structure as it also covers non-cyclic rules of spatial-temporal signals structure.

The modulation of periodic bearer does not necessarily result in formation of cyclic signal; the outgoing signal can be non-cyclic. The cyclic signal appears only in case of re-modulation that ends up with «phase skip» in bearing signal. Moreover, the cyclicity of amplitude-modulated signal will be represented in other terms than cyclicity with angle modulation. The most real cyclic signals of natural, particularly biological origin can be hardly ever described on the basis of modulated periodic functions as they are extremely complicated and diversified in time; so such models became useful at designing of communication systems as the models for message bearers.

The problem of difficulties with variable rhythm cyclic signals modeling based on periodic random process was partially solved in [23], which deals with computer-based research of wide classes of cardio signals. These issues indicate that stochastic periodic methods of cardio signals processing have a negative effect of «fuzzy» of statistic data for cardio signals because of averaging of non-monophasic (heterogeneous) countdowns of a cardio signal because of the non-variability at the interval during their selection from the signal. Such contemporary interval of selection and averaging of countdowns is a period of its model in the form of periodic random process.

The notion of zonetime structure of cyclic signals was introduced in [23]. It enabled creation of mathematical model and methods of cyclic cardio signals processing including the instability, variability of time intervals between monophasic values in various cycles of cardio signals and «fuzzy» effect elimination at statistical characteristics of cardio signals. The incomplete elimination of unwanted effect was caused with law rate of detailing at zonetime structure of cyclic signals because the zone was interpreted as cardio signal section containing the whole multiplicity of its values. Therefore, the variability of time intervals was strictly spotted only for the momentums beginning and ending of the registered cardio signals’ zones but not for the whole range of its monophasic values.

An attempt to count on the shift in time intervals between all monophasic values of cyclic signal was made in [30] where the notions «conditionally periodic with variables periodic random process» and «variable period» were introduced with the purpose to depict cyclic signal rhythm variability. However, the mentioned issue does not reveal many important questions like necessary and sufficient data concerning the cyclicity of conditions for so-called variable period. It bereft the researches the possibility to determine precisely the class of functions because the determinative feature in the form of its cyclicity had not been derived.

The determined, stochastic, fuzzy and interval mathematical models, imitation, discretion, statistical and spectral methods for analysis of cyclic signals were studied in [1], which is devoted to new theoretical fundamentals of mathematical modeling, computer
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simulation and processing of cyclic signals within the unified methodological approach. The special attention was paid to mathematical modeling and processing cyclic signals with variable rhythm. Owing to definition of abstract cyclic functional correlation as summarized mathematical model of cyclic signals by means of identifying of required and sufficient rhythm conditions, there were developed the mathematical fundamentals for the theory of modeling and processing of cyclic signals in information systems. That enabled the creation of their new mathematical models like digital, vector, matrix, cyclic determined functions, cyclic in terms of intervals multiplicity digital function, cyclic random process and vector of cyclic rhythmic random processes describing a wide range of possible attributes for cyclicity, considerable structural diversity of variability and rhythm convergence rules as well as possessing rhythm variability adaptation.

The cyclic random process is a generalization of stochastic periodic random process and is efficiently used for the modeling and analysis of cyclic cardio signals of different physical nature (electric, magnetic, acoustic), cyclic economic phenomena and crack propagation [31-35]. They differentiate the class of cyclic random processes for discrete and continuous arguments, cyclic white noises, processes with independent cyclic surpluses, Markov cyclic random processes, linear cyclic random processes that sum up the existing stochastic model of cyclic signals in the form of relevant classes of stochastic periodic random processes.

For the modeling and compatible statistical analysis of correlated cyclic signals and processes evoked with the same fluctuations and with the same rhythmic structure, they use efficiently their mathematical model in the form of a vector with of cyclic rhythmically correlated random processes. The latter includes the vector of periodic random processes and facilitates an adequate description of variability coincidence of the studied rhythm for cyclic signals.

The cyclic sets of intervals comprising the digital functions and cyclic fuzzy functions take into consideration the fuzzy recurrence of cyclic signals within L. Zade theory of fuzzy multiplicities and interval methods of presented data. They can be successfully used in cyclic processes modeling under conditions of excessive irregularity of fluctuations and small number of its registered cycles when determined and stochastic approaches are inefficient because they produce low accuracy and authenticity of cyclic signals analysis under mentioned conditions. However, if one uses an expert’s evaluation like in the theory of fuzzy multiplicities or with interval methods of data representation, then acceptable enough analysis and forecasting results for such cyclic processes can be obtained. The methods of computer imitation were created for cyclic functional correlations (in particular, for digital and vector cyclic determined functions), relatively cyclic multiplicity of function intervals, random processes and vectors with cyclic probabilistic characteristics (in particular, cyclic white noises), processes with independent cyclic surpluses and Markov cyclic random processes. They also elaborated their computer-based imitation methods that increased the class of imitated cyclic signals up-graded their simulation methods by means of newly introduced precise software and hardware instruments due to available procedure of generating algorithm identification, simultaneous application of morphological characteristics and parameters of imitated signals rhythm. The summary of comparative analysis of mathematical models for cyclic signals is given in Table 1.
### Table № 1.
Mathematical models of cyclic signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models of cyclic functional correlations</th>
<th>Properties of cyclic signals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclicity of signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determined STOCHASTIC</td>
<td>HARMONIC FUNCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERIODIC FUNCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QUASI-HARMONIC FUNCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QUASI-MEANDER (MODULATED MEANDER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCHASTIC</td>
<td>IMMOBILE RANDOM PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCHASTIC PERIODIC PROCESS (PQRP, PCRP, LPRP ETC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERIODIC RANDOM VECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALMOST PERIODIC RANDOM PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QUASI-HARMONIC RANDOM PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VECTORS OF PERIODIC IN TIME VARIOUS PERIODS OF RANDOM PROCESSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CYCLIC DIGITAL FUNCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVAL CYCLIC FUNCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CYCLIC RANDOM PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VECTOR OF CYCLIC RHYTHMICALLY LINKED RANDOM PROCESSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FUZZY CYCLIC FUNCTION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Summary.**

1. The authors carried out the comparative analysis of mathematical models for signals and processes from the viewpoint of identification of their differential features, spatial-temporal properties of cyclic signals and possibilities to elaborate their computer-based processing methods.

2. As the result of accomplished comparative analysis, there were studied the potential, prospects and efficiency of popular mathematical models for cyclic signals and processes as a basement for mathematical support of computer-based analysis, diagnostics and forecasting systems.
3. The presented comprehensive analytical research can logically substantiate the elaboration of expert IT systems to sustain the mathematical modeling for computer-based processing of cyclic spatial-temporal signals.
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Резюме. З метою дослідження потенціалу, перспектив та ефективності використання відомих математичних моделей циклічних сигналів та процесів як фундаменту математичного забезпечення інформаційних систем, їх аналізу, прогнозування та імітації, проведено компаративний аналіз широкого класу математичних об’єктів, що використовуються або можуть бути використані як моделі сигналів та процесів циклічної структури. Проведене аналітичне дослідження допоможе досліднику обґрунтувати вибрати та адаптувати (адекватно структурі досліджуваних сигналів та задачам дослідження) математичну модель із наявної їх сукупності, що суттєво підвищить ефективність (спростить та пришвидшить) розбудову математичного забезпечення проектованої інформаційної системи.
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